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power jack repair in toshiba satellite l305 l355 inside - today i explain how to repair damaged power
connector also known as power jack in toshiba satellite l305 and l355 laptops i started covering this problem in
one of the previous posts also this modification should work for the following models toshiba satellite l300 l305d
l355d p305 p305d pro l300 l350 and more, toshiba suddenly shuts down by itself laptop repair 101 - i do not
have a guide for this unit yet you say it s toshiba satellite 3000 4 and i m not sure what x4 is i guess it s similar to
toshiba satellite 3000, laptop does not start fixing the problem laptop repair 101 - the laptop appears to be
dead you plug the ac adapter but the leds power light hard drive light battery charge light etc do not light up and
the laptop will not react at all if you press on the power button
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